
Technical Support Agent IV

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Highly skilled Technical Support Agent whose problem-solving style is analytical, careful and 
deliberate. Able to assess customer needs, best interests and build confidence, credibility, rapport
and mutually beneficial relationships Solid communication skills augmented by strong technical 
knowledge and organizational aptitude. Enthusiastic learner with a high learning curve, capable of
rapidly assimilating and incorporating unfamiliar product knowledge.

Skills

Computer, Microsoft Office/Google Docs, Windows, Sales, Customer Service, Intermediate 
Troubleshooting, Linux, C#/Javascript

Work Experience

Technical Support Agent IV
First Data Corporation  1991 – June 2017 
 Performed account maintenance/problem determination for merchants utilizing first data 

networks for credit transactions in the retail/billing environment.
 Explained decline codes to merchant customers to assist with a course of action to satisfy 

completion of transactions utilizing first data web based e-commerce solutions and Point of 
Sale (POS) devices connected via the internet to FD servers.

 Determined best course of action to satisfy imminent business requirement.
 Performed identity verification for each caller to determine if the individual was authorized to 

perform requested service (promotion to the administrator, credit card entitlements, 
authorization to view sensitive financial data.

 Transaction amounts ranged from standard retail amounts upwards to higher dollar and 
international currencies and conversion factors.

 Assisted with tracking down potential fraudulent transactions and referred suspected cases to
appropriate authorities.

 Tracked calls in a central database to allow a quick look up and resolution of common and 
unusual circumstances as regards to high value transactions and merchant/customer 
protection.

Technical Support Agent 
ABC Corp  1989 – 1991 
 Worked closely with Supervisors/Managers to ensure expedited customer service for all first 

data merchants.
 Submitted bug report/production enhancement requests to development as such anomalies 

would be encountered to minimize risk and potential financial impact to business workflow.
 Performed detailed troubleshooting of cellular phones and PDAs with customers over the 

phone.
 Worked closely with my team leader and team members to ensure the highest levels of 

customer satisfaction while exceeding expectations of goals expected by the company.
 Processed each individual phone call to address the needs of the client.
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 Provided verbal instruction over the phone to properly assess and fix issues with computers 
with various windows os, printers, pin pads, card swipes, modems, and internet connections.

 Asked effective questions and gathers information to determine the source of problems and 
customer needs.

Education

B.A. in Communications - 1985 to 1989(University Of Southern California )
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